
Eastertide 2020 COB Study
Life of Joseph

Joseph’s Dreams 
Genesis 37:1-11

Week 1

Opening

Be sure to hop onto the video call a bit early so group members aren’t anxiously, 
awkwardly waiting. Remember you are the host, so just as if you were welcoming folks 
into your home, use these first few moments to welcome each participant by name.  It 
means a lot to acknowledge everyone on the call and confirm you can see and hear 
them.

-if there are new folks joining your group, be sure to introduce them as well

 Ask if anyone would like to open in prayer.  They can pray on their own or use the 
prayer printed below.  It also might be a good idea to reach out to a group member prior
to your meeting and ask them ahead of time if they’d be willing to open in prayer.  That’s
a great way to encourage participation without putting anyone on the spot.

Holy God, as we gather again virtually, we ask that you Spirit would be at work 
among us to connect us and renew us by your Word and our fellowship.  Give us
wisdom and insight and strengthen our bonds with one another and you. In the 
name of our risen Lord we pray, Amen.

Depending on time constraints you may want to take a bit of extra time to check in with 
folks and see how they’re doing.  You could also wait and do this at the end of the 
session before closing in prayer. 

Check-in question  

Have you or someone you know ever had a dream or vision that seemed prophetic? Did
you tell others?  How did they receive it or how did you feel about it?

*since we’re doing these meetings on Zoom, some groups may want to add an 
extra activity to help folks feel at ease.  There are some great games out there that you 
can play via Zoom.  Reach out to Sarah if this is something you’d like to try out.

Read: Genesis 37:1-11

Walter Brueggemann names the singular theological claim in the Joseph story is “the 
purposes of God are at work in hidden and unnoticed ways, but the ways of God are 
nonetheless reliable and will come to fruition.”  This can be the place we come back to 
each week as we explore the story of Joseph.  



1. What from this story confuses, inspires, or resonates with you?  What questions 
or curiosities do you have about this passage?

2. What does this story tell us about God?
3. What does this story tell us about humanity?
4. In what ways does this particular passage relate to Brueggemann’s idea of God’s

purposes?  How might God’s providence already be at work here?  
5. What could this story have to say to us today in the 21st century?  What about 

today during this global pandemic?

The Swedish Method

A light bulb should be something that “shines” from the 
passage — something new or fresh. What stuck out to you this 
time through? Every time we read the Bible, God will be 
reminding us of things we’ve forgotten and showing us things 
we haven’t seen before.
And when we read the Bible in a group, he’ll be revealing 
different things to different people, multiplying the insight and 
learning. God does not intend for us to see different meanings, 
but to learn the one true multi-dimensional meaning, and then 
to see some of the limitless implications and applications from 
that truth.

A question mark: Anything that is difficult to understand in the 
text, or a question the reader would like to ask the writer of the 
passage or the Lord. Did these verses raise any questions as 
you read? You might stumble over a word or verse, or a 
connection to another part of the Bible, or a particular 
theological point.

With every question you ask, try and answer your own question
before going to others for help. Some of the deepest, most 
lasting learning we do comes when we press ourselves to 
search the Bible for an answer to our own question. The 
answer might be in the verse we’re studying, or in the 



surrounding chapter or book, or God may bring to mind a verse 
or verses elsewhere in the Bible. Stop, pray, ask, and do your 
best. Then, turn to others (whether commentaries or other 
members of your group) for another perspective.

 An arrow indicates a personal application for our lives. Identify 
and commit to something you sense the Spirit is leading you to 
do in obedience to this text. Make it specific enough that you 
can do it this week and make it personal enough that you 
yourself can do it (and not someone else).

A lot of Bible study, both privately and in a group, falls short of 
applying the text to our personal lives. One of the great things 
about studying the Bible in a group is that there’s built-in 
accountability. If you talk out loud with others through steps to 
take toward greater obedience, you have other people around 
you to follow up and ask you how those particular things are 
going.

Arrow (Example): When I do my personal Bible reading, I am 
going to regularly ask if God might be 1) teaching me 
something, 2) telling me to stop doing something I am doing, 3) 
correcting some wrong thinking or behavior, or 4) preparing me 
to live more effectively for him.

Closing 

Remind the group of the Project 15:25 mission partner for the week and ways they can 
help.  Perhaps your COB as a whole wants to join together to support the ministry.  

Check in if you haven’t already done so and ask for any prayer requests.  Encourage 
group members to write down these requests and follow up as necessary. Close with 
prayer.


